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ALCAN PACKAGING

STELVIN® Lux and STELVIN® Lux+ are the two last generations of
STELVIN® screwcaps. These closures have an insert in the aluminium
shell with an appropriate liner for your wine. This innovation brings
your product a very high quality appearance, without any external
threads.

Decoration is wider than the regular STELVIN® screwcap. The whole
surface can be decorated with many solutions like top inked embossed,
silk-screen printing on skirt...

STELVIN® Lux and STELVIN® Lux+ give elegance and modernity to
the most prestigious wines.

SCREW-CAPS for still wines



ALCAN PACKAGING

If you would like further information, or to talk to one of our specialists, please contact
us via:

Email: info.capsules@alcan.com
Website: www.alcanpackaging.com

Application

TOP OF THE RANGE PRODUCT
- No knurl or saliant ugly beads.
- No apearent thread after cappping operation.
- Large printing surface on the whole closure.
- Embossing possibilities on head and skirt.
- New possible shapes of head and on skirt.

USAGE PLEASURE
- Easy opening smooth and pleasant due to the plastic insert
- No disgracious noise or metallic crunching on glass
- Easy usage for splitted consomation
- Very limited risk of gluing due to sugar or dry cristallized extracts

LARGE RANGE OF FUNCTIONALITIES
- Pilferproof closure system audible and visible by the consumer
- Waterproofing reinforced by a new patented device
- Large choice of liners to adapt to every filled products

HIGH FLEXIBLE USAGE
- Use capsule with standardized neck finishes according to continents
    - BVS finish derived from European Standard BVP - GME 30.13
    - BVS finish derived from US Standard - GPI - 1680 -03
- Use STELVIN® Lux capsule directly instead of regular STELVIN®
   on the same calibre 
- No new bottle to change because of capsule model
- No modification of the height bottle dimensions
- Standard capping equipments for STELVIN® Lux.
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